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ABSTRACT

This guest editorial introduces the rationale and goals of the Physical Activity Research Center. It provides an overview of the five papers in this Special Section plus six commissioned studies intended to inform advocacy efforts.

1. Introduction

A majority of adolescents in the United States do not meet physical activity guidelines, raising their risk for numerous physical and psychological disorders (Physical Activity Guidelines Advisory Committee, 2018). Low levels of physical activity contribute to risk of obesity (Physical Activity Guidelines Advisory Committee, 2018) which affects about 20% of youth in the United States (Ogden et al., 2018). Though physical inactivity and obesity are serious national problems, some populations are at higher risk. Obesity is particularly high among African American and Latino youth, with rural youth experiencing more severe obesity (Ogden et al., 2018). There are complex patterns of disparities in physical activity, with important variations by race/ethnicity, sex, age, socioeconomic status, and rural/urban residence (Whitt-Glover et al., 2009).

Many local, state, and national efforts to reduce obesity and increase physical activity among youth have been evaluated (Bleich et al., 2013; Ickes and Sharma, 2013). However, the racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, geographic, cultural, and other dimensions of diversity throughout the U.S. population create challenges for developing interventions that are effective for all subgroups and result in reduced disparities. For example, the Healthy Communities Study of 130 communities reported reduced youth body mass index (BMI) in communities implementing the strongest youth obesity interventions. However, strength of interventions was not related to BMI outcomes in predominantly Latino/Hispanic and lower-income communities (Strauss et al., 2018). This is an indication that obesity prevention and physical activity promotion interventions need to be better tailored to the needs of youth at highest risk. Yet, evidence to guide development of more tailored interventions is particularly lacking for many of the high-risk groups, such as African Americans, American Indians, Asian Americans, Latinos, Pacific Islanders, and rural youth (Botchwey et al., 2018).

The Physical Activity Research Center (PARC) was initiated by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) to build evidence to identify policies, practices, and aspects of the built environment that promote safe and equitable opportunities for developmentally appropriate physical activity for all youth and their families. PARC’s focus is on groups at highest risk for inactivity and obesity. Four research teams based at six universities are collaborating on PARC. James Sallis and Terry Conway lead the team at the University of California San Diego. Nisha
Botchwey and Anna Kim lead the team at Georgia Tech and San Diego State University, respectively. Keshia Pollack Porter and Renée Umstattd Meyer lead the team at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and Baylor University, respectively. Myron Floyd and Aaron Hipp lead the team at North Carolina State University.

PARC’s objectives include:

1) Develop a prioritized equity-focused research agenda for youth physical activity using a systematic process;
2) Conduct studies that inform RWJF’s actions to promote physical activity and health of children from high-risk groups;
3) Commission and manage rapid research grants on time-sensitive topics to meet the information needs of RWJF’s advocacy program, Voices for Healthy Kids, and its grantees who conduct advocacy campaigns;
4) Translate research into communication products to be used by non-research audiences to help accelerate the application of research into practice.

The research agenda has been published (Botchwey et al., 2018) and each of the four PARC research teams identified high priority topics for which they designed and implemented studies in 2017 and 2018. The primary purpose of this Special Section of Preventive Medicine is to report results from those studies. This commentary summarizes six Rapid Research Grants commissioned by PARC. All PARC-related projects are developing communication products to translate the findings to policy and practice audiences who can apply the lessons from the research.

2. Studies conducted by PARC research teams

All PARC studies were designed to generate evidence that could be useful in developing physical activity interventions tailored to the needs of high-risk but under-studied populations of youth. Though each study included multiple groups, those groups differed across studies. Two of the studies evaluated promising interventions. Play Streets (providing temporary play spaces with equipment and supervision) were implemented and evaluated in four low-income rural areas of various racial and ethnic populations (Umstattd Meyer et al., This Special Section), and a Youth Engagement for Action and Health program (YEAH!) was evaluated in diverse communities to assess the potential for youth to advocate for change in local environments (Botchwey et al., This Special Section) [this refers to Botchwey, Jones-Byrnes, et al.]. Two studies were observational in nature, designed to generate hypotheses for group-tailored interventions. One examined patterns of neighborhood park use among children of various race/ethnic groups (Huang et al., This Special Section), and the other explored the phenomenon of lower physical activity in the summer across multiple race/ethnic groups (Sallis et al., This Special Section). Though none of the studies can be considered definitive, they all provide novel evidence specific to under-studied groups of youth and offer directions for future studies. In the course of conducting these studies PARC investigators gained experience recruiting youth, families, and organizations from highly-diverse backgrounds, and lessons learned are summarized in this Special Section (Botchwey et al., This Special Section)[this refers to Botchwey, Conway, et al.].

3. Policy-relevant rapid response grants

PARC investigators worked with leaders of Voices for Healthy Kids (VFHK) to identify research questions that could be addressed in small-scale projects. These projects were designed to provide useful information to advocates for policy changes relevant to youth physical activity promotion and obesity prevention. Specific investigators were invited to submit applications to undertake prioritized studies. Investigators had six months to conduct the studies and produce research translation products, such as briefs, scientific publications, webinars, infographics, and websites. Research translation products are available at www.paresearchcenter.org. Project goals and principal investigators are as follows:

• The California Distinguished After School Program was evaluated for its reach and apparent impact on physical activity. Led by Jean Wiecha of RTI International.
• A qualitative study explored how decisions about implementation of physical activity programs were made in low-resource elementary schools. Led by Emma V. Sanchez-Vaznaugh at San Francisco State University.
• The per-pupil cost of several evidence-based school physical activity programs was estimated, and an online “calculator” allows school officials to estimate costs at their own schools. Led by H. Shelton Brown at the University of Texas School of Public Health in Austin.
• A national study evaluated changes in active transportation modes attributable to community-wide investments in bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure and programs. Led by Angie Cradock at Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health.
• A national database was used to identify best practices regarding public health involvement in the development, adoption, and implementation of complete streets policies. Led by Jamie Chiiqui at the University of Illinois at Chicago.

4. Translating PARC research to non-researchers

Each PARC grant has a dissemination plan targeting organizations with the potential to use the research results in policy advocacy and practice. Each main PARC study has identified target groups and is developing at least one research brief along with other communication products, including presentations at conferences serving mainly practitioners in various sectors and policy advocates. All research translation products will be available on the PARC website as they are completed (www.paresearchcenter.org).
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